
Rivet Drives  61% 
Conversion Increase for 

Outdoor Retailer ACK



Taken by an ACK customer at  
Wallowa Lake, Oregon 
45.308714° N, 117.246409° W
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KEY STATS:

KEY METRICS MEASURED:

PAGE VIEW COVERAGE

LIFT IN CONVERSION & BASKET 
SIZE

% OF VISUAL ASSETS APPROVED 
FOR DISPLAY

% OF MEDIA MAPPED TO 
GEOLOCATION DATA & NAMED 

PLACES

product detail page views covered 
by Rivet Works-powered customer stories

27%

increase in average causal 
conversion rate for products with 

Rivet Works-powered stories

61%

of story submissions generated 

content available in social media

58%

of story submissions approved for 
display

90%

increase in average conversion rate 
for products with Rivet Works-powered 

customer stories

141%
Founded over 20 years ago in Austin, Texas, ACK
is a paddlesports and outdoor gear specialty retail
store. The company’s dedication to customer service,
expansive selection, and expertise have allowed
it to establish and maintain a strong growth rate,
competing favorably against larger outdoor retailers
such as REI and Dick’s Sporting Goods.

Ecommerce is a central pillar of ACK’s growth
strategy, and with the outdoor nature of their
products, ACK realized that online storytelling with
visual media and narrative would help showcase the
experiences that prospective customers can have
with the products they sell. Moreover, if the stories
could be generated not by ACK itself, but by its
customers, that the authenticity of the stories would
lead to more persuasive and effective content for
their website at ACK.com.



EASY AND POWERFUL CUSTOMER STORY CAPTURE
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ACK’S EASY 3-STEP SUBMISSION PROCESS:

SUBMIT 
PHOTO

SHARE 
LOCATION

WRITE 
STORY

SUBMISSION ENTRY POINTS:

POST-PURCHASE 
EMAIL

PRODUCT DETAIL 
PAGE

Taken by an ACK customer in  
Houston, Texas

Rivet Works was rapidly configured and launched, delivering integrated customer stories and visual 
experiences within weeks. ACK began generating meaningful stories that showcased the experiential value of 
their products and brought them to life. 

The company created an easy digital experience with two entry points for its adventurous consumers to 
submit stories on Rivet Works’ platform. Each story submission flow had three steps.

ACK was looking for effective ways to capture and present their adventurers’ stories. The company was using 
a standard set of ecommerce tools, including: five-star ratings, reviews, testimonials, and Q&As. Professionally 
generated video had also recently been incorporated into the site. While these tools were effective and helped 
ACK to compete with other online retailers, there was more opportunity yet to differentiate ACK in the minds 
of consumers. Due to their large volume of SKUs, and an overstretched online marketing team, the company 
had not discovered a satisfactory UGC platform that could deliver results without requiring custom 
development or labor-intensive manual processes.

Peter Messana, CEO and Co-Owner of ACK, saw an opportunity to differentiate and monetize user-generated
stories with Rivet Works.



COLLECTING AT SCALE

SMARTLY SHOWING STORIES IN 
CONTEXT
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After capturing customer stories, ACK decided to use one of
Rivet Works’ standard, embeddable display types to showcase 
the stories. The company displayed customer photos below 
the fold and below stock photos, ratings and reviews, 
recommended products, and the product description. Rivet 
Works’ display appears natural and fully-integrated into the 
website’s aesthetic, with only a few lines of JavaScript easily 
added to the page by a member of the website team.

Rivet Works displays are smart, as they track shoppers’ 
interactions with the content and the associated lift in 
conversion and basket size. And, displays are enabled with 
split-testing capabilities, allowing ACK to measure precisely the 
lift in conversion caused by Rivet Works content.

ACK collected stories that covered 27% of product page views (and growing), with each story automatically 
tagged to its appropriate product page without any manual effort. ACK was able to ask for content in a scripted 
and structured way that encouraged customers to contribute their best looking, most compelling images and 
comments. As a result, the quality of the content was very high, with more than 90% of all customer stories 
approved for on-site display by Rivet Works’ team of moderators, far eclipsing the quality of stories and content 
traditionally found in social media.

The company generated location data on 58% of all story submissions, representing a 12X increase over what is 
available in social media. As a result, adventurers can now seek out ACK as a authentic source for the best fishing 
and kayaking spots nationwide.



RESULTS

MOVING FORWARD
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Since adopting Rivet Works, ACK is experiencing an average 
conversion rate increase of 141% when shoppers interact with 
Rivet Works-powered customer stories. This lift is above the 
gains already experienced with ratings, reviews, and profes-
sional imagery and video.

The average causal conversion rate lift is 61%. The results were 
gathered during a 6-week period using industry-accepted A/B 
split testing methodology, automatically enabled by Rivet 
Works’ platform, proving that the increase in lift is attributed to 
ACK’s customer-generated stories.

“In all my experience with commerce and content, retailers can 
see lifts between 5-20% with ratings and reviews, and 15-30% 
with product recommendations, sitewide,” says Michael Svatek,
CEO and Co-Founder of Rivet Works. “Today, you’ll rarely find
many retailers talking about 20%, let alone 50%+, lifts in conversion across broad swaths of their catalog, 
which is a striking testament to the power of customer stories and the ability of ACK to harness them.”

Given ACK’s fantastic results, the next step is to increase product coverage of customer stories across ACK’s 
catalog, a strategy that requires no manual effort. At the same time, ACK can take advantage of the content, 
which they own, and distribute it in an unlimited number of channels. Some of the most effective uses of 
user-generated stories are as part of paid advertisements, within the company’s existing social channels, and as 
part of all other media assets including print.

“We are excited about the results we’ve seen from our customer 
story strategy and are thrilled that our passionate customers are 
documenting and sharing the kind of life-enriching experiences 
our company offers,” says Peter Messana, Co-Founder and CEO 
of ACK. “Rivet Works’ technology and experience helped cement 

this as one of the most impactful online initiatives we have 
undertaken in recent years.”


